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In addition to the increase in general concern for safety, there is another factor that
has influenced the greater use of warnings, namely, litigation. The need for and adequacy
of warnings has been an increasingly prevalent issue in product liability and personal
injury litigation.
As might be expected, the greater attention to and deployment of warnings has been
accompaniedby regulations, standards, and guidelines as to when and how to warn. Also,
there has been a substantial increase in research activity on the topic. Human factors
specialists, or ergonomists, have played a major role in this research and the technical
literaturethat has resulted.
A topic that is closely associated with warnings is risk perception; that is, people's
knowledgeand/or understanding of hazards and their consequences. Risk perception is
closely related to warnings, since when and how to warn is obviously a function of the
knowledgepeople have about hazards and the factors that influence this knowledge.
The purpose of this chapter is to review the important principles and facts that have
evolvedon the topic of warnings and to discuss criteria and procedures for developing
and testing warnings.
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36.2 BACKGROUND
In this section several terms are defined and the role of warnings in the broader context
of hazard control is discussed.
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36.1 INTRODUCTION
.
.
During the past several decades there has been.an incr~asing concern~~[~~~~
the United States. This concern has been mamfe~te~ m many ~ays. inform eo le of
tation is the much ~re~ter use. of safe~ ~om:u:~r !~:·th::n:i~
t~ avoid or 1:ni!mizt
hazards and to provide mstruW:ct101_1s
as o ow d to address environmental hazards as \\"ell
undesirable consequences. arnmgs are use
as hazards associated with the use of products.

36.2.1 Definitions
It is important to establish a few definitions for terms that will be used in this chapter,
particularlythe concepts of hazard, danger, and risk perception. These terms are sometimes used in different ways with different meanings; hence, we want to be clear as to
their meaning in this context.
Hazard is defined as a set of circumstances that can result in injury, illness, or property
damage. Such circumstances may include characteristics of the environment, of equipment, and of a task someone is performing. From a human factors perspective, it is
importantto note that circumstances also includes characteristics of the people involved.
Thesepeople characteristics encompass abilities, limitations, and knowledge.
Danger is a term that is used in a variety of ways. In this chapter it is viewed as the
product of hazard and likelihood; that is, if one has quantified values of hazard and
likelihood, multiplying these quantities would give a value for danger. Note, that an
implicationof this definition is that if either value is zero, there is no danger. If the hazard
and its consequence is serious but will not occur, there is no danger. Similarly, if the
probabilityof an event occurring is high, but there will be no resulting undesirable consequences,there is no danger.
"Risk" is a term that has had many definitions in a variety of contexts. Risk perception
encompassesa broad notion of safety awareness. It concerns the overall awareness and
knowledgeregarding the hazards, likelihoods, and potential outcomes of a situation or
set of circumstances.
36.2.2 Hierarchy of Hazard Control
In the field of safety there is a concept of hazard control that includes the notion of a
hierarchyor priority scheme (Sanders and McCormick, 1993). This hierarchy defines a
1equenceof approaches to dealing with hazards in order of preference. The sequence is
f I) design it out, (2) guard, and (3) warn. The notion of a design solution is that the first
preferenceis to eliminate the hazard through alternative designs. If a nonflammable sol\ent can be used for some cleaning task, such a solution is preferable to wearing protective
equipmentor warning about the flammable hazard being near an ignition source. Of
course,often it is not possible to eliminate hazards. Guarding, physical or procedural, is
a secondline of defense and has as its purpose preventing contact between people and
thehazard. Barriers and protective equipment are examples of physical barriers, whereas
designingtasks in such a way to keep people out of a hazard zone is an example of a
proceduralguard. However, like alternative designs, guarding is not always a feasible
solution,and the third line of defense is warning. Warnings are third in the priority
;.equence
because influencing behavior is sometimes difficult, and seldom foolproof. There
is anotherimplication of this priority scheme; namely, warnings are not a substitute for
gooddesign or adequate guarding. Indeed, warnings are properly viewed as a supplement,
DOIa substitute, to other approaches to safety (Lehto and Salvendv. 1CJCJ<;)
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In addition to the above three-part hierarchy, there are other steps or approaches that
may be effective in dealing with hazards. Generally, they fall into the same category as
warnings in that they are means of influencing the behavior of people. Training and
personnel selection are examples. Another approach that includes elements similar to
procedural guarding and warnings is supervisory control. These three approaches are
particularly applicable to hazards in the context of job performance.
36.3

RISK PERCEPTION

This chapter does not provide a review of research and theory on risk perception. For a
review of this topic see Fischhoff (1989) and Slovic, Fischoff, and Lichtenstein (19821.
Our approach here is to note how risk perception considerations enter into decisions
regarding the design, implementation, and effectiveness of warnings.
36.3.1

System Context

As noted earlier, an important factor in the hazards associated with any situation or
product is the perception or knowledge of the people involved. Later in this chapter we
discuss the purposes of warnings, but generally the goal is to influence behavior by
providing information. Obviously, the information that people have from past experiences
or that they glean from the existing situation or circumstances is relevant to the issue of
what needs to be warned. Thus, an understanding of risk perception is important in
decisions about when, where, what, and how to warn.
36.3.2 Awareness and Knowledge

The distinction between awareness and knowledge is important in understanding issues
of risk perceptions and how they map on to warnings design and effectiveness. The
difference is analogous to a distinction made in cognitive psychology between short-tenn
memory (sometimes thought of as what is currently in consciousness) and long-tenn
memory (one's permanent knowledge of the world). The point here is simply that people
may have information or experience in their overall knowledge base that at a given time
is not part of what they are thinking about-awareness. In the context of safety or coping
with hazards, it is not enough to say that people know something. Rather, it is important
that people be aware of (thinking about) the relevant information at the critical time. This
distinction has important implications for the role of warnings as reminders and is further
addressed later in this chapter.
There are many ways in which people can become aware and knowledgeable about
hazards, consequences, and appropriate procedures or behaviors. Warnings, training, and
direct supervisor inputs are among them, and it is the first of these that this chapter
addresses. There are others. Experience, of course, is one way that people may acquire
such safety knowledge. "Learning the hard way" by having experienced an incident or
knowing about someone else who has had such experiences can certainly result in such
knowledge. Such experiences, on the other hand, do not necessarily lead to acrnrarr
knowledge of hazards and consequences, because they may result in overestimating the
degree of danger associated with some situation or product. Similarly, the lack of such
experiences may lead to underestimating such dangers, or not thinking about them at all.
Nevertheless, experience clearly plays an important role in risk perception.
Another source of information about dangers is the situation or product itself. In the
law there is a concept of "open and obvious." The point here is that the appearance of
a situation or product or the manner in which it functions may communicate the nature
of the safety problem. Moving mechanical parts such as chain-driven sprockets may t>e
an example of an open and obvious pinch point hazard. Even more obvious may be the
hazard and consequence of a fall from a height in a construction setting. Of course, man)
safety problems are probably not open and obvious, such as some specific chemical
hazardi; and consequences associated with solvents.
.
A final point to be noted regarding risk perception concerns the problem of overesu,
mating what people know or are aware of. To the extent it is incorrectly assumed thai
people have information and knowledge, there may be a tendency to provide inadequate
warnings. Thus, it is an important part of job, environment, and product design to take
into account people's understanding and knowledge of hazards and their consequenc~
A further analysis and discussion of this issue can be found in a paper by Laughe~
(1993).
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36.4 WARNINGS

Inthis section we disc.uss the purpose(s) of warnings, warnings as communications, and
theconc~pt of _aw~m& system. T~en, fol~owing a discussion of some general criteria
forwarnmgs, eight cntena for warnmgs design are presented and discussed.
36.4.1 Purpose of Warnings

!]ie purpos: of warnings can b~ stated at several levels. Most generally, warnings are
~tendedto improve safety, that 1s, to decrease ac~idents o~ incidents that result in injury,
illness,,
or prop~rty_damage. At _another level, warnmgs are mtended to influence or modify
ways that improve safety. At still another level warnings are intended
people~ be~av1or 111;
topr~v1demfoi:mation ~hat_enables people to understand hazards, consequences and appr?pnatebehavior~, which m tum enables them to make informed decisions. This latter
pomtplaces warnmgs squarely in the category of a COillI!].unication,which, of course
~~

'

Th:re are two additional P?ints to be noted regarding the purpose of warnings, both
of_~h1ch are ~el~ted to wliT!11!1~s
as communications. First, warnings are a means of
sh1ftmgor ass1gm?g r:spo~s1b1hty for safety to people in the system, the product user,
the worker, . etc.,. m . situations where hazards cannot be designed out or adequately
guarded.This P';)lilt 1s not to say that people do not have safety responsibilities independent?f warnmgs; of course they do. Rather, a purpose of warnings is to provide the
mfo~ation necessary !O e~able them to carry out s~ch responsibilities. The second point
~gardmg th: co~mumcation purpose concerns an issue that has received little attention
1~th: techmcal literature; namely, people's right to know. The notion is that even in
s1tua!1ons
wher: the likelihood of warnings being effective may not be high, people have
thengh! to J:ie mformed about safety problems confronting them. Obviously this aspect
ofwarnmgs 1~~ore of a personal, societal and legal concern than a human factors issue
andalthough 1t 1s not ad<!ressed further in this chapter, it is a matter that is related to th~
overallpurposes of warmngs.
36.4.2 The Communication Model

~ noted above, warnings can properly be viewed as communications. In this context it
1suseful to. note the_typical co~unication~
model or theory, because it has implications
f~rthe design and implementation of warnmgs. A typical and basic model is shown in
Figure36.1.
. The m?del includes a sender, a receiver, a channel or medium through which a message
1stransffiltted, and the message. The ~eceiver _is the user of the product, the worker, or
anyother J?erson to wh?m the ~afety information must be communicated. The message,
ofcourse, 1s the safety 1nformat10n to be communicated. The medium refers to the channelsor routes through which inf?ff11:ationgets ~ere. Understanding and improving these
c~mponentsof a safety commumcation system mcreases the probability that the message
v.111
be successfully conveyed.
Ho~ever: the communication of safety information often is not so simple as Figure
36._lrrught imply: Frequently m.ore .than one medium or channel may be available and/
ormvolved, multiple messages m different formats and/ or containing different informau~nmay J:iecalled for, .an.ctthe receiver or target audience may include different subgroups
withvarymg. charactenst1cs. An example of such a warning situation would occur when
a product with asso~iat~d hazards is being used in a work environment Figure 36.2
dlustr~tesa commumcation model that might be applicable.
Th!Sfigure reflects a much more complex situation than Figure 36.1. In addition to
lhesende~(~anufacturer) and receiver (end user), other people or entities may be involved
;uchas distributors and employers. Further, each of these entities may be both receivers

~ t----------1--·
Channel or Medium
Sender___,
___
.

.

Message

Figure 36.1

Simple communication model.

EJ
Receiver
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iamings.Whereas in the field of safety warnings are a third line of defense behind design
Safety
Info

Safety
Info

Distributor

Feedback

mdguarding, they should not be considered for the first time after the design (including

Feedback

Safety Info,
Manufacturer __ s_a_fe_ty'--- E
mp I oyer
Rules
.______
~__.I nfo rm atl on
Safety

Information

Feedback
Figure 36.2

Complex communication model.

and senders of safety information. There are also more routes through which warnings
may travel such as from the manufacturer to the distributor to the employer to the user.
from the manufacturer to the employer to the user, or directly from the manufacturerto
the user (as on a product label). The warnings may take different forms such as communications of information or rules that an employer sets to govern the behavior of
employees. Thus, there are circumstances in which the warning or warning system is
much more complex than a sign or label for transmitting safety information from a sender
to a receiver.
36.4.3

Concept of a Warning System
The notion of warnings being a sign or a portion of a label is much too narrow a view
of how such safety information gets transmitted. The concept of a warning system is that
a warning communication for a particular setting or product may consist of a numberof
components. In the context of the communication model presented in Figure 36.2, these
components may include a variety of media and messages. An example or two can help
make the point.
A warning system for a product off the drug store shelf, such as NyQuil, may consist
of several components: a printed statement on the box, a printed statement on the bottle.
and a printed package insert. In addition, it may include verbal warnings in television
advertisements about the product. A warning system for tires and rims that may be mismatched with a resulting potential explosion might consist of a number of components.
Examples are: warnings in raised lettering on the sidewall of the tire, a temporary tread
label _onnew tires, stickers or stamping on the rim, statements on wall posters in places
where tires are mounted, statements in tire and rim product catalogs and manuals, statements in handouts that accompany sales of tires and rims, verbal statements by employm
of people who mount tires, etc. Another example would be warnings for a solvent used
in a work environment for cleaning parts. Here the components might include printedonproduct labels, printed flyers that accompany the product, statements in advertisements
about the product, verbal statements from the salesperson to the purchasing agent, and
material safety data sheets provided to the employer.
An important point regarding warning systems is that the components may not be
identical in terms of content or in terms of purpose. For example, some components ma~
be intended to capture attention and direct the person to another component where more
information is presented. Similarly, different components may be intended for differem
target audiences. In the example of the solvent given above, the label on the product
container may be intended for everyone associated with the use of the product including
the end user, while the information in the material safety data sheet may be directed more
to the industrial toxicologist or safety engineer working for the employer.
36.4.4

General Criteria for Warnings

The most important general criterion for warnings is that their design should be viewed
as an integral part of the overall system design process. Frantz, Rhoades, and Lehtofin
press) address this issue in their excellent paper on how to go about developing product

;uards)of the environment or product is fixed. Too many warnings are developed at this
,tageof design, the afterthought phenomenon, and their quality and effectiveness often
!fleetit. Further, warnings based on unrealistic and untested assumptions or expectations
lboutthe target audience are destined to be ineffective, and in this sense they are no
rubstitutefor good design.
In this section three general criteria for warnings will be presented: (1) when and what
10warn; (2) how to prioritize warnings, and (3) whom to warn.
36.4.4.1When and What to Warn?
Thereare several principles or rules that guide when a warning should be used. They
include:

1. A significant hazard exists.
2. The hazard, consequences, and appropriate safe modes of behavior are not known
by the people exposed to the hazard.
3. The hazards are not open and obvious; that is, the appearance and function of the
environment or product do not communicate them.
4. A reminder is needed to assure awareness of the hazard at the proper time. This
concern is especially important in situations of high task loading or potential
distractions.
36.4.4.2 Prioritizing Warnings
Ina later section we address criteria for designing a warning. Here the concern is what
hazardsto warn about when multiple hazards exist. How are priorities defined in deciding
whatto include or delete, how to sequence them, or how much relative emphasis to give
them?To some extent the criteria overlap the above rules about when and what to warn.
Certainlywhen the hazard is already known and understood or when it is open and
obviouswarnings may not be needed. Other considerations include:

1. Likelihood: The more likely an undesirable event is to occur, the greater the priority that it should be warned.
2. Severity: The more severe the potential consequences of a hazard, the greater
priority that it should be warned. If a chemical product poses a skin contact hazard,
a higher priority would be given to a severe chemical bum consequence than if it
were a minor rash.
3. Practicality: There are occasions when limited space (a small label) or limited
time (a television commercial) does not permit all hazards to be addressed in a
single component of the warning system. As a general rule, unknown hazards
leading to more severe consequences and/ or those more likely to occur would
have priority for the primary warning component, such as on the product label,
whereas those hazards with lower priority would be addressed in other warning
components, such as package inserts or manuals.
36.4.4.3 Whom to Warn
Thegeneral principle regarding who should be warned is that it should include everyone
whomay be exposed to the hazard and everyone who may be able to do something about
it.Thereare occasions when people in the latter category may not themselves be exposed
to the hazard. An example would be the industrial toxicologist who receives warning
informationregarding a product to be used by employees and defines job procedures
and/orprotective equipment to be employed in handling the material. The physician who
prescribesmedications that have contraindication and side effect hazards is another
example.
There are, of course, situations and products where the target audience is the general
public,that is, everyone. Hazards in the public environment or many products on the
shelfof a drugstore or hardware store are examples. Other warnings may be directed to
a very specific audience. Warnings about toxic shock syndrome in the use of tampons
wouldbe directed primarily to women of child bearing age. Warnings about contraindicationsassociated with prescriptive medications, as noted above, may be directed pri-
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marily to physicians. If warnings are to be effective, it is imperative that the characteristics
of the target audience be taken into account.
Clearly target audiences, the receivers of warnings, may differ. Laughery and Brelsford
( 1991) discussed several dimensions along which intended receivers may differ.
Demographic Factors

A number of studies have shown that gender and age may be factors in how people
respond to warnings. With regard to gender, results indicate a tendency for women to be
more likely than men to look for and read warnings (Godfrey, Allender, Laughery, and
Smith 1983; LaRue and Cohen, 1987; Young, Martin, and Wogalter, 1989). Similarly,
there are research results that show women are more likely to comply with warninfs
(Desaulniers, 1991; Goldhaber and deTurck, 1988; Viscussi, Magat, and Haber, 1986;).
These findings may have implications where hazards associated with products or environments are more likely to be encountered by one of the sexes. If one is attempting to
influence the safety behavior of men, the task may be more difficult.
Age has also been examined as a receiver variable in some research on warnings.
Although results are mixed, there is a trend that people older than 40 are more likely to
take precautions in response to warnings (Desaulniers, 1991). On the other hand, some
research (Collins and Lerner, 1982; Easterby and Hakiel, 1981; Ringseis and Caird, 1995)
has shown that older subjects have lower levels of comprehension for safety signs involving pictorials. Results such as these suggest that older people may be more influenced
by warnings, but greater attention to issues of comprehension may be necessary.
Familiarity and Experience

Numerous studies have explored the effects of people's familiarity and experience with
a product on how they respond to warnings associated with the product. Results indicate
that the more familiar people are with a product the less likely they are to look for, notice
or read a warning (Godfrey et al., 1983; Godfrey and Laughery, 1984; LaRue and Cohen,
1987; Otsubo, 1988; Wogalter, Allison, and McKenna, 1991). Some research has also
examined the effects of familiarity on compliance (Goldhaber and deTurck, 1988; Otsubo,
1988). The results have shown that greater familiarity is associated with a lower likelihood
to comply with warnings. Clearly, products that are used repetitively or used in highly
familiar environments pose special warning challenges.
Competence

There are many dimensions of receiver competence that may be relevant to the design of
warnings. For example, sensory deficits might be a factor in the ability of some special
target audiences to be directly influenced by a warning. The blind person would not be
able to receive a written warning, nor would the deaf receive an auditory warning. Further,
what would be open and obvious to the normal person may not be obvious to the blind
person. Opposite the sensory end of the sequence of events associated with warning
effectiveness is output or behavior. If special equipment is required to comply with the
warning, it must be available or obtainable. If special skills are required, they must be
present in the receiver population. To some extent these sensory and behavioral limitations
of receiver populations are obvious; although it is not difficult to find examples of warnings that violate such considerations-especially in the behavior domain where instructions frequently given are, at best, difficult to carry out. "Avoid breathing fumes" when
using a toxic solvent in an environment where respirators are not available is an example.
Three characteristics of receivers related to cognitive competence are important in
warning design: technical knowledge, language, and reading ability. The communication
of hazards associated with medications, chemicals, and mechanical devices is often technical in nature. If the target audience does not have technical competence, the warning
may not be successful. The level or levels of knowledge and understanding of the audience
must be taken into account. This point is discussed further in a later section.
The issue of language is straightforward, and it is increasingly important. Subgroups
in the American society speak and read languages other than English, such as Spanish.
As trade becomes more international, requirements for warnings to be directed to
non-English readers will increase. Ways of dealing with this problem include warnings
stated in multiple languages and the use of pictorials.
Reading ability is another target audience characteristic whose importance is obvious.
Yet, high reading levels such as a grade 12 are not uncommon for warnings intended for
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indiyiduals_
with lower re_ading abiliti~s. The usual recommendation for general target
audiences_is tJ:iatthe readl?g level bf: m the grade 4-6 range: Clearly, if comprehension
ofa w~mg 1s t? be ~ch1eved, r~ading levels must be consistent with reading abilities
of!ece1ve~s.A d1scuss1~mof readmg Ievf:l measures and their application to the design
of_1~structions
~d.warnmgs can be fou~d m Duffy (1985). An additional point on reading
ab)litrconcerns 1~hteracy.Th~re are estimates that 16 million functionally illiterate adults
e:ustm the ~mencan p~pulation: If so, successfully ?ommunicating warnings may require
m?rethan simply keepmg readmg levels to a rrummum. Although simple solutions to
!hi~problem ~o not ~xist, pictori~s, speech warnings, special training programs, etc., may
be important mgred1ents of warnmg systems for such populations.
There ~ a few general l)rinciples that apply when taking receiver characteristics into

Mlobullttlunng the diuiign or Wllffiins11:

Principle 1. Know thy receiver. Gathering information and data about relevant receiver
c~aracteristics. may require time, effort, and money, but without it the warning designer and ultunately the receiver will be at a serious disadvantage.
Principle 2. When variability exists in the target audience, design warnings for the
low-end extreme. Do not design for the average.
Principle 3: ~en th~ target aucl~enceconsists of subgroups that differ in relevant
charactenstics, consider employmg a warning system that includes different compone!}tSfor the different subgroups. Do not try to accomplish too much with a single
warmng.
Princif?le4. Market. tt:st the warning system. Despite the designer's knowledge of
receiver charactenstics and efforts to apply that knowledge, warnings generally
sho?ld be market tested. Such tests 1;1ay consist of "trying it out" on a target
audience sample to assess comprehension and behavioral intentions. This principle
is addressed in a later section.
36.4.5 Criteria for Designing Warnings

In~s section we prese°:t ei¥ht criteria for designing warnings. To some extent, the choice
ofeight.s_uchru~es or _gmdelmes,as well as the manner in which the design considerations
ar: partitioned, is arbitrary. Others who have worked and written on the topic (Lehto and
M1ll:r,1986; Ryan, 1991) have a _so~ewhat dj.fferent list of criteri~. Although the specific
termmologyand/ or number of c~tena may differ, however, there 1s generally high agreementas to wh:tt factors or des.ign issues are relevant. Indeed, a publication by the National
SafetyCouncil m 1928 outlmed a set of criteria for warnings design that maps very
closelyonto the eight criteria presented here.
. The eight crite~a are at~en~on, haz3:fdinformatio~,. consequences information, instruchons,comprehension, motivation, brevtty, and durability. In the sections that follow each
willbe defined and discussed.
'
36.4.5.1 Attention

WarningsshouJd be _designe~ so as t? attract the attention of the target audience. Except
whenthey are_m an information-seeking mode, people typically do not look for warnings·
hence, "warmngs have to look for people." Also, niany environments and labels ar~
clutteredand noisy, so in order for warnings to be seen or heard, they must be designed
soas to stand out from the background (Wogalter, Kalsher, and Racicot, 1993a). In other
word~,they should be conspicuous or salient relative to the context (Sanders and McCo~1ck, 1993). There are several factors that influence the conspicuity or salience of a
warnmg.Standard human factors guidelines for displays are relevant here.
Contrast

Printwarnings shou!d have hi~h con~as~ with the background, dark on light or vice versa.
Colorcan also be important m achievmg contrast. There is another dimension that is
relatedto contrast that ~as to d~ with context; sp~cifically, to the extent that warnings
areseparated from other mformation, such as on a sign or label, they may be more salient
(Godfreyet al., 1991).
Size

~Vithin
some rea_sonable limits! bigger is generally better. However, context plays an
1D1portant
role with regard to size effects on salience. On a sign or label, an important
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~actor i~ not just the size of the warning, but rather its size relative to other informati11n
!n the _display.Pr~duct labels with a bold warning where there are three other information
items in larger pnnt are not a good design if one wants the warning to be noticed.
Location

The issue of )ocation concerns several different aspects of warnings design. Within the
context of a sign or label there are a few guidelines. First, given that people tend to scan
left to ~ght and top to botto~, warnings ~hould be located near the top or to the left
depe1_1dingon the overall _design of the display. Certainly, other things being equal. a
~arning should not be buned at the bottom. Another consideration is task related. Warn·
ings should be located ~ear other_information. that will be needed to perform a task. For
e_xample,there are ~amings. on sidewalls of tires regarding hazards in mounting tires on
nms .. One kind of information that people usually need about a tire is its size. Thus.
locatl~g t~e warn1!1g near the size would increase its likelihood of being noticed. Sequen~ing information ~n a label can '.11sobe important. Wogalter et al. (1987) showed
warnmgs ~ere m?re likely _to be noticed and complied with if they were ahead of or
above use instructions than if they followed the instructions.
Another type of location consideration concerns warning systems with multiple compone!'ts. A gen~ral_principle is that warnings should be located close to the hazard, both
phys1c~ly and in time (Frantz and Rhodes, 1993; Wogalter, Barlow, and Murphy, 19951.
~ warning on _the battery of a c:rr regarding a ~y~ogen gas explosion is much more
l~ely to be noticed at the proper time than a warning in the car manual. A verbal warning
given 2 days ago to _a farm worke~ usi~g a h~ardous pesticide is less likely to be remembered and effective th:111one g!ven 1IDIDed1ate!ybefore the product is used. Related
t<;ithe ~once?1. about w~ung locations, ho~ever, 1s the fact that at times practical considerations hIDit the options. A small container such as on some over-the-counter medicatio1_1smay si~ply not !iave room for al~ of the information that should go into the
warning: J:,..solutl~n. her~ 1s to capture atten!ion to the fact that there is a hazard by putting
some. ID1~1mumc~tic~ information on a pnmary label and directing the user to additional
warnmg information in a ~econdary source such an owner's manual, a package insert or
(better yet) another label in another conspicuous location. Wogalter et al. (1995) ha\e
shown that such a procedure can be effective.
Signal Words

Sign:" wo~ds are ~sed in warnings to capture attention. They are also intended to commumcate information about the level of the hazard. The most common words used are
"CAUTI_ON," "WARNING," _and "DANGER", with danger representing the most hazardous crrcumstance and caution the least. These three terms are also the most widelY
reco~ended
for thi_spurpose (Am~rican National _Standards Institute, 1991; Chapanis.
J9?4, fl1C Co~oration, 1985; We~tinghouse El~ctnc Corporation, 1981). Further, where
it 1s_feasible to incorporate color into the warrung, the different words are paired with
specific colors: CAUTION (black print on a yell?w background); WARNING (black print
on an orange backgro~nd; and DANGER (red pnnt on a white background or vice versa).
Of c<;iurs~,the selection of color would also be governed by the context in which the
warrung 1s presented (Young, 1991). ~ne would not want to put a red and white warning
on a red_surfa~e. M~y of th~ guidelines or recommended design practices pair signal
words with a s1gn'.11icon, a ~angle enclosing an exclamation point. Figure 36.3 shows
an example of an icon and signal word that represents a typical portion of a warning.

_&WARNING
Figure 36.3

Icon and signal word.
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Pictorials

Therole of pictorials in warnings to communicate information is discussed in a later
section.However, pictorials are also very effective in attracting attention (Jaynes and
Boles,1990; Laughery, Young, Vaubel, and Brelsford, 1993a).
Habituation
Animportant factor regarding attention to warnings is a psychological concept called

habituation.Repeated exposure to a warning over time may result in its attracting less
attention.Even a well-designed warning incorporating the features outlined above may
becomehabituated. Although there are no easy solutions to this problem, one approach
thatmay have some utility is to have warnings that vary from time to time. Rotational
•·arningssuch as on cigarette packages is an example of such an approach.
AuditoryWarnings

Auditorywarnings usually have as their primary purpose to attract attention. One advantageof such warnings over visual warnings is that auditory signals are omnidirectional,
sothe receiver does not have to be looking at a particular location to be alerted. Like
printwarnings, their success on the attention criterion is largely a matter of salience.
Auditorywarnings should be more intense and distinctively different from expected backgroundnoise. Often auditory warnings are used in conjunction with visual warnings, with
theauditory serving to call attention to the need to read or examine a visual or written
warningthat contains specific information.
36.4.5.2 Hazard lnfonnation

A warning should contain a description of the hazard(s). The point here is to tell the
targetaudience what the safety problem is; what can go wrong. Generally this information
isspecificto the environment or product. Examples are:
Toxic fumes
Slippery floor
Nip point, your hand could be caught
High voltage (7200 V)
These verbal or written statements communicate hazard information. Increasingly, pictorialsare also being used to communicate such information, often in conjunction with
theprinted verbal message. Figures 36.4a, 36.4b, 36.4c, and 36.4d show examples of
pictorialswhose purpose is to indicate the presence of hazards.
A general principle here is that the hazard should be spelled out in the warning. As
discussedearlier, however, there are exceptions to this principle. Where a hazard is known
fromprevious experience or general knowledge or where the hazard is open and obvious,
a warning may not be needed. Where these conditions do not exist, however, hazard
informationis an important part of the warning (Wogalter et al., 1987).
An issue in warnings design concerns what to warn about when there are multiple
hazardsassociated with some situation or product. This issue was addressed earlier in the
sectionon prioritizing warnings. As noted, in addition to existing knowledge and the open
md obvious concepts, other considerations in deciding what to warn about are the likelihoodof an undesirable event, the severity of the potential outcomes, and practical matIm such as space. There is an additional consideration that has not been mentioned;
namely,"overwarning."
The concept of overwarning applies at two levels. At a general level it concerns the
extentto which our world is filled with warnings to a degree that people do not attend
'> them or become highly selective, attending ouly to some. If we "put warnings on
t1erything,"do we so inundate people with such information that they tune it out?
Whereasthis notion has face validity, there has been little or no research on the topic to
rupportit. The concept of habituation is not relevant here, since habituation concerns
rtpeatedexposure to the same warning. Also, cognitive overload (overloading the receiversabilityto process the information) is not the concern, because the issue is not a matter
ofmanywarnings being presented simultaneously. Perhaps it should be called the warningsubiquity effect. Nevertheless, however we label it, overwarning may indeed be a
1.Iidconcern, and unnecessary warnings should be avoided.
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Toxic Fumes
Inhaling Fumes Can Lead to Severe Lung Damage

1r:(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Fi)gure_
36.4 Exampl~s of pictorials conveying hazard information. (a) Slippery Floor lb) Electric""
(C TOXIC Fumes, (d) Pinch Point.
'~
..,.

~~

faz~0th':[s level,
_overw~ng also applies to specific situations or products. If there
associated v:-1tha p~od~ct, doe~ one warn about all of them? Of course,

are
an _appropnate answer to. this question 1s that m such circumstances the better course of
;ction wou~d be to redes1g!1 the product. However, when to redesign is not the primanocus of _this chapte~. Puttmg too many warnings or having a warning with too man,·
iazru:ddsl_1stedon ~ smgl7 label may discourage the product user from attending to them
gUI e~me h_ere1s th~t if there are. more than three or four hazards, include the three 0 ~
fo~ h:ng highest pnonty (~ost likely to occur, most serious consequences, least likely
~~b Thown, et~-? 10 hthe pnmary warning system component, such as on the product
~ remammg azards can then be addressed in secondary components such as
e·
pac~a~e mserts, manual~, etc. This _approac~ may not always be a satisfactory solution.
but 1t 1s one w~y of possibly addressmg multiple hazard situations. Certainly if knowled e
of ~~ hazards 1~,~ecessary for safety, omitting warning about some of them because the~
are . too ~any 1s no~ an acceptable approach. "Keeping them a secret" is hard], a
solution. Fmally, ther 7 1s another concern about omitting hazards while addressing oth~rs·
!lamely, ~e presu!llptlon of_safet)'.as a re~ult of omission. If a warning for a toxic solven;
mcludes mformation about mgestion and mhalation hazards but says nothing about a skin
conbtact hazard, the user may assume that since it is omitted there is no skin contact
pro 1em.
'

f

36.4.5.3

r:

Consequences Information

Consequences information concerns the nature of the injury, illness or property dama£e
c;~ld result from the hazard. Hazard and consequence information are usually close!'"
1 e m the sense that one l~ads to the other; or, stating it in the reverse, one is ~
oualtcomeof the other. In warnmgs, statements regarding these two elements should gener ly be sequenced. An example would be:

There are occasions or situations when the hazard information is presented and understood,it may not be necessary to state the consequences in the warning. This point is
relatedto the open and obvious aspects of hazards. For example, a sign indicating "SlipperyFloor" probably does not need to include a consequence statement "You Could Slip
and Fall." It is reasonable to assume that people will correctly infer the appropriate
consequence.Although it is desirable to keep warnings as brief as possible (the brevity
criterionis discussed in a later section), there is a potential problem with omitting consequenceinformation; specifically, people may not make the correct inference regarding
injury,illness or property damage outcomes. Thus, it is important in designing warnings
toassess, if necessary, whether people will correctly infer consequences (Young, Wogalter,
Laughery,Magurno, and Lovvoll, 1995). If unsure on this issue, the designer should
includethe consequence information.
A common shortcoming of warnings is that the consequences information is not explicit;that is, it does not provide important specific details. The statement "May be
hazardousto your health" in the context of a toxic fumes hazard does not tell the receiver
whetherhe or she may develop a minor cough or suffer severe lung damage (or some
otheroutcome). This issue will be discussed in the section on the comprehension criterion.
As a general rule, written warnings (signs and labels) are organized with an attention
gettingicon and signal word at the top, then hazard information, and then instructions.
Forpurposes of getting and holding the receiver's attention, however, there are situations
whereit is desirable to put consequences information near the beginning of the warning
(justafter tile icon and signal word) in larger and bolder print (Young et al., 1995). This
is particularly true for severe consequences such as death, paralysis, severe lung damage,
etc.Hence, the above hazard and consequence statements might be better presented as:

Inhaling Fumes Can Lead to Severe Lung Damage
Toxic Fumes

The point is that knowing about severe consequences can be a motivational factor in
attendingto and complying with the warning message, a consideration tllat will be further
discussedin tile section on motivation.
Pictorials can also be used to communicate consequence information. Figure 36.4a
actuallycommunicates botll hazard information (slippery floor) and consequence information(fall). Figure 36.5a represents an explosion (typically tile explosion symbol would
be in red), and Figure 36.5b shows a figure in a wheel chair indicating paralysis.
36.4.5.4 Instructions

:\ point to be noted at the outset of this section concerns the distinction between warnings
and instructions. Our distinction is that warnings are communications about safety,
whereasinstructions may or may not concern safety. "Keep off the grass" is an instruction
!hatgenerally has nothing to do with safety (unless the grass is infested witll poisonous
snakes,in which case the statement alone clearly would not be an adequate warning).
Instructionson how to assemble a toy do not concern safety and have nothing to do with
warnings.When instructions are concerned with safety information or safe behavior, then
!heycan be viewed as part of a warning. In short, warnings include instructions, but not
allinstructions are part of a warning.
In addition to getting people's attention and telling them what the hazard and potential
consequencesare, warnings should instruct people about what to do or not do. Typically,
001not always, instructions in a warning follow the hazard and consequence information.
:\n example of an instructional statement that might go witll the above hazard and consequencestatements is:
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(a)

Figure 36.5
Paralysis.
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(b)

Examples of pictorals conveying consequence information. (a) Explosion, (b)

Inhaling Fumes Can Lead to Severe Lung Damage
Toxic Fumes
Always Wear a 'fype 1234 Respirator When Using This Product

(a)

1187

(b)

Figure36.6 Examples of pictorials conveying instructional information. (a) Wear Goggles, (b) Do
NotSmoke.

thedesigners are not representative of the tariet audience,. a population that often has a
v.-ide
range of mental competence and expenence. What 1s common knowledge to the
warningdesigner is not necessarily common knowledge to the members of the target
audience(Laughery, 1993).
Designfor the Low End Principle

This ~nstruction assumes, o! course, that the receiver will know what a type 1234 respirator is and have access to it.
. There are two problems that commonly occur with instructional information in warnmgs._One problem is that ~e information is not explicit; that is, sufficient detail is not
provided to e~able the ~ece1verto carry out the necessary safe procedures. The classic
example here 1s "Use with_adequate ventilation." Does this statement mean open a windo~, _use/ fan: or somet_hingm!-lch_
more technical in terms of volume of air flow per
umt time. Obv~ouslythe mstruction 1s not clear. We address this issue in the next section.
on comprehension.
The s_econdpr?blem_commonly encountered in warnings is that instructions are given
that are mconvement, difficult, or occasionally impossible to carry out. "Do not breathe
fumes" clearly cannot be accomplished by stopping breathing. "Always have two or more
perso~s to ~ift" is no~ possible !f no one else is around. "Wear rubber gloves when
handlmg this p~oduct . may be mconvenient if the user does not have them and the
h:1fd~are store 1s 2 miles away. The means by which people can safely function in a
s1t~a~on o~ us~ a product safely should be as simple, easy and convenient as possible.
This_1ssu~1s discussed further in a later section on cost of compliance.
. P1ct<?nals~an be ~sed to cornmunic:ate ins~ction~. Figure 36.6 shows examplesof
msa:uct10nal mformation that are used m warmngs. Figure 36.6a communicates that the
~ec~1vershould ':"ear goggles in this environment or in using this product. Figure 36.6b
mdicates something tha! the receiver should not do-smoke. Note that the latter pictorial
?ses the _commonnegat10n symbol, a circle containing the pictorial with a slash through
1t. The c1rcle and slash would be in red.
36.4.5.5 Comprehension

The h~ard, consequence, and instruction criteria for warnings concern the kinds of information that are norm~lly inc!uded in_a ':"arning. Comprehension is a criterion that
concerns ~e exte!1tto which the mformation 11:1
the warning is understood by the receiver.
In an e~her sect10n on whom to w~. we discussed characteristics of receivers (target
pop~lations) that !1eed to be taken mto account in designing warning systems. In this
se~tion the focus 1_son the design characteristics of warnings that are important for receiver comprehens10n.
A common but often ~ong ~sumption of people who design warnings is that the
1:1embersof the target audit::nce will unde_rstandthe hazards, consequences, and instructions as well as they do. Designers of warnmgs should not make such assumptions because

Whenthere is variability in the target population for the w~ng, whic~ is almo~t alw~ys
thecase (especially when the audience is the general pubh~), ~e applicable design I?nncipleis to design for the low-end extreme. Safety commumcations should not b~ wntten
atthe level of the average or median percentile person in the target audience, ~mce they
willpresent comprehension problems for those at lower competence, expenence and
knowledgelevels.
ReadingLevel

Giventhe information to be communicated, reading levels for written language warnings
shouldbe as low as is feasible. As noted earlier, a grade 4-6 range is usually recommendedThere are readability formulas based on word frequency of use, length of words,
numberof words in statements, etc., that are used to estimate reading grade level (Duffy,
1985).Although these formulas have limitations, they can be useful as a preliminary
guidein achieving a warning that will be understood.
Technicallnfonnation

~!anyhazards and consequences ar~ t~chnical in ~e s_ensetha~ a full and c~mplete understandingwould require an appreciation of tf:chmcal mfo~atlon. The che~cal content
ofa toxic material, the maximum safe level of a substance m the atmosphere m parts per
million(ppm), and the biological reaction to exposure to a substance are examples. Althoughthere are circumstances in which it is appropriate to communica!e. such mf~f1'.1ation(e.g., to the toxicologist on the staff of a chemical plant or the phys1c1~ prescnb1!1g
medicine),as a general rule it is neither necessary nor useful to comm~mc~te such mfonnationto a general target audience. Indeed, i! may be cc:mnterproductiv~m the sense
thatencountering such information may result m_the rec~1ver ~ot attending to the remainderof the message. The end user of the t<?x1cma!en~ typically does not need to
knowits chemical content (such as benzene) or its density m the atmosphere. Rather, he
orshe needs to be informed that the substance is toxic, what it can do in the way of
injuryor illness, and how to use it safely. Where there are n_ill:1tiple
groups w~thin the
targetaudience (the toxicologist and the employee, th~ physician and the patient, the
parentand the child), different components of the warmng system can and often should
beused to communicate to the different groups.

Explicitness
Animportant design principle relevant to warning comprehension is explicimess (Lau~hery,Vaubel, Young, Brelsford, and Rowe, 1993b). Explicit messages contain information
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that is sufficiently clear and detailed to permit the receiver to understand at an appropriate
level the nature of the hazard, the consequences, and the instructions. The key here is the
word "appropriate." As noted above, technical details may not be necessary and at times
may be detrimental. The bigger and more common problem, however, is that warnings
are frequently not detailed or specific enough. The following two examples are warnings
with hazard, consequence and instructional statements that are not sufficiently explicit.

Dangerous Environment
Health Hazard
Take Precautionary Measures
(a)

(b)

r,g~re~-7 Simple pictorials representing biohazard and radioactive hazard. (a) Biohazard; (b)
Rad1oact1ve
Hazard.
Mechanical Hazard
You Could Be Injured
Exercise Care

Alternatives to the above that would be considered more explicit and appropriate are:

Toxic Fumes
Breathing Fumes Can Lead To Severe Lung Damage
Always Wear Type 1234 Respirator In This Area

Moving Parts, Pinch Point Hazard
Your Hand Could Be Caught In Rollers and Severely Crushed
Do Not Operate Without Guard X In Place

Pictorials
Pictorials are increasingly employed in the design of warnings. Guidelines such as American National Standards Institute (ANSI) (1991) and FMC (1985) place considerable
emphasis on their use. Pictorials are particularly useful in helping to increase comprehension (Boersema and Zwaga, 1989; Collins, 1983; Dewar, 1994; Laux, Mayer, and
Thompson 1989; Wolff and Wogalter, 1994; Zwaga and Easterby, 1984). Obviously they
can contribute to understanding warning messages for target audiences where illiterate5
or non-English readers are included. They can be useful where there are time constraints.
such as traveling on a highway, because well-designed pictorials can cue large amounB
of knowledge in a glance. Also, people who have difficulty reading print, such as the
elderly, may be able to see a pictorial.
While pictorials can be very useful in the comprehension of warning infonnatioo.
comprehension is also a primary concern or criterion for pictorials. In some pictorialsthe
symbol or picture directly represents the information or object being communicated and
will be understood if the person recognizes the symbol or picture. Figure 36.4a is an
example. In other pictorials the symbol may be recognized, but its meaning has to be
learned. People may recognize a skull and crossbones, but the fact that it representsl
poison hazard would have to be learned. Some pictorials are completely abstract, suchas
the symbols for biohazard and radioactivity hazard shown in Figure 36.7, and must be
l~arn~~ to ~e understood. A_sa general principle, pict_orialscontaining symb~ls or pictures

ences.Pictorials where the meaning of the symbols must be learned may be useful for
specialtarget audiences.
What i~ an acceptable level of compre~ension for pictorials? This question has been
addressed
m t!te ANSI (1991) standard which suggests a goal of 85% comprehension by
the~get .audience. There :ire two criteria ~at seem relevant here. The first is simply that
theptctonal should be designed to accomplish the highest level of comprehension attainable.If 85% cannot be achieved, it may still be useful depending on the alternatives. A
secondcriterion is that the pictorial not be misinterpreted or communicate incorrect info~ation. Wogalter (1994) cites an interesting example of a misinterpretation of a pietonalthat w~ part of a ~arnin~ for the drug Ac~tane. This drug is used for severe acne,
bu~causes b~ def~cts m b~bies of women taking the drug during pregnancy. The pic(?nalshows a s1de-v1ewoutline shape of a pregnant woman within a circle-slash negation
sign.The intended meaning of the pictorial is that women should not take the drug if
theyare pregnant. However, some women incorrectly interpreted the pictorial to mean
thatthe drug might help in preventing pregnancy.
AuditoryWarnings

~e comprehension of auditory warnings depends on whether the signal is nonverbal
fs1rens,t?~es, ~ells) .or verbal (speech or. voice). Nonverbal auditory warnings can be
furtherdJV1dedmto simple and complex. Stmple nonverbal auditory warnings are usually
nsedas alert (attention-getting) signals after which the visual modality can then be employedto access ~rther information (Sanders and McCormick, 1993; Sorkin, 1987). Complex.nonverbal signals are composed of sounds of differing (sometimes dynamic)
mtplitude,_frequency, and temporal patterns. Their purpose is to communicate different
IYJJC:S
or diffe~ent levels of _hazards. They Can transmit more information than simple
11:1di1ory
warnmgs, but the hstener must know what the code means. Training must be
!J"enfor the meaning to be deciphered. Only a limited number of complex signals should
beused, because people are limited in discriminating and remembering them (Banks and
Boone,1981; Cooper, 1977).
_Com~lexw~ni _messages can also be transmitted via voice (speech). In recent years
,me~chips and. digitized sound processors have been developed making voice warnings
feasiblefor a wide range of novel approaches and applications. Recent research indicated
thatvoice warnings under certain circumstances can be more effective in transmitting
informationthan printed si~ns (Wogalter, 1993a; Wogalter and Young, 1991). There are,
oowever,some problems inherently associated with voice warnings. Time to transmit
~h messages requires longer. durations than simple auditory warnings or reading an
cqwvalent°:1essag~.Comprehension can also be a problem with complex voice messages.
Tobeeffective, v01ce messages should be intelligible and brief. Nevertheless, this medium
forcommunicating safety information would appear to have considerable potential.
36.4.5.6 Motivation

Themotivation criterion concerns the notion that warnings should motivate oeoole to
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appear to be important in the extent to which people are motivated to read and comply
with warnings.
Risk Perception

One of the important factors in whether people will read and .comp!~ with "'.ami~gsis
their perception of the level of hazard and consequences 3:ssociated w1~ the s1tuat10~or
product. The greater the perceived level, the more responsive people wdl be to wamm_gs
(Wogalter, Brelsford, Desaulniers, and Laughery, 1991; Wogalter, Brems, an~ Maf!m,
1993b). In a sense, this factor can be viewed as a perceived c?st of nonco11;1pliance;
tf I
do not comply, what might happen to me. ~ere.are se_veral~¥s !hat can mflue~ce the
risk perception or cost of not complymg mcluding familianty and seventy of
consequences.
Familiarity

The "familiarity effect" states simply that the more familiar people are with a situation
or product, the less they perceive associated hazards and the less likely they are to read
or comply with a warning (Godfrey and Laughery, 1984; Godfrey et al., 1983; Goldhaber
and deTurck, 1988; Wogalter et al., 1991). This "familiarity bree~s contempt" notion,
however, should not be overemphasized for at least two reasons. Frrst, people more fa.
m1Har with a sillindon or pmduet miiY have more knc,wlt,dg@about the ht12:l\tdii
Dlld
consequences as well as an understanding about how to avoid them. S~cond, people in
situations or using products more frequently are exposed to the warnmgs more. ~ft~n.
which increases the opportunity to be influenced by ~em. Nevertheless, where famt~anty
is a factor, it should be realized that stronger warnmgs or perhaps other efforts wdl be
required.
Severity of Consequences

Intimately tied to risk perception or perceived cost of noncompliance are people'.s b~liefs
in how severely they might be injured. Research (W~galter et al., 1991, 1~93b) mdicates
that people's notions of hazardousness are almo~t entire!y based ~n lf?.esenousness o~f!1e
potential outcome. Further, people do not readily consider the likelihood or probab1hty
of such events in making hazardousness judgments (Wogalter and Barlow, 1990; Young.
Brelsford and Wogalter, 1990; Young, Wogalter, and Brelsford, 1992). These findings
emphasiz~ the importance of clear, explicit consequences information. in warni1;1gs.
~~ch
information can be critical to people's risk perception and thus be a maJor factor m drivmg
compliance.
Cost of Compliance

The cost associated with compliance can be a strong motivator. Generally, compliance
with a warning requires that people ~e some action. Usu~ly ther~ are costs associated
with taking action. These costs may be m the form of c~mveme~ce,time, effort, or money.
Several studies have shown that such costs play a maJor role m whether people comply
(Dingus, Hathaway, and Hunn,_1991; Wogalte_ret al., 1987, _1989).
Obviously in one sense the issue of compliance can be viewed as a tradeoff between
the perceived cost of noncompliance and the perceived cost of compliance. The designer
of the system wants to minimize the c<_>st
of n~mcompliance by d~signing a safer syst~m
and one that forgives human error or m this mstance, noncompliance. But the warmng
designer does not want to induce noncompliance by failing to adequately warn about the
hazards and consequences. Thus, it is critical ~at warnings con~ ~lear explicit hazard
and consequence information. Similarly, the _des!gnerwants to rm~e
the cost of complying with warnings so as to increase the likelihood that people will perform safely.
Social Influence

Another motivator of warning compliance is social influence. Research (Wogalter et al..
I 989) has shown that if people see others comply with a warning, they ~e more like!)·
to comply themselves. Similarly, seeing others not comply lessens the hkehho~d of com·
plying. Social influence is a motivational variable that i~ an external factor with respect
to warnings in that it is not part of the design. However, 1t does have an effect and should
be kept in mind when considering motivational factors.
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36.4.5.
7 Brevity
Withinthe need to communicate required information, warnings should be as brief as
possible.Two statements should not be included if one will do, such as in the slippery
floorexample cited earlier. Longer warnings or those with nonessential information are
lesslikely to be read and they may be more difficult to understand. Obviously, this
criterionshould not be interpreted as a license to omit important information.
36.4.5.8 Durability

Thedurability criterion simply states that warnings should be designed to last as long as
needed.There are circumstances in which durability is typically not a problem. A product
offthe shelf of a drug store that will be completely and immediately consumed is an
example.On the other hand, products with a long life, such as cars, lawn mowers, etc.,
maypresent a challenge. Similarly, situations where warnings are exposed to weather,
suchas on construction sites, or extensive handling, such as on some containers, may
posedurability problems.
There are several approaches to meeting the durability criterion. One solution, of
course,is to make signs or labels with materials that will meet the requirements. Another
is to have procedures for detecting when a replacement warning is needed and then
replacingit. This approach can be useful in circumstances such as on construction sites
or other work environments.
Some comptll'l€!l'itS of warning systems 11tepat'tieul11rly susceptible to not meeting the
durabilitycriterion. Package inserts and manuals are examples of components that get
Jostor discarded. Such factors should be taken into account in considering the role of
suchcomponents in the overall warning system. Of course, some warning components
arenot intended to be durable. Tread labels on new tires that contain warnings or spoken
warningsat a point of purchase are examples.
36.4.6 Criteria for Assessing Effectiveness of Warnings

In this section we will discuss issues associated with the effectiveness of warnings, and
morespecifically, criteria for assessing or evaluating their effectiveness. The question of
effectivenesshas received a great deal of attention in the technical literature in recent
years,and, indeed, there has been some disagreement on issues associated with the topic.
Examplesof publications that contain discussions of the warnings effectiveness issues are
~fcCarthy,Finnegan, Krumm-Scott, and McCarthy (1984), DeJoy (1989), Lehto and Papastavou(1993) and Wogalter (1994). Additional papers on the topic can be found in a
collectionby Laughery, Wogalter, and Young (1994).
36.4.6.1 Direct and Indirect Effects

Thedistinction between direct and indirect effects of warnings concerns the routes by
whichinformation gets to the target person. A direct effect occurs as a result of the person
beingdirectly exposed to the warning; he or she reads it, hears it, is instructed about it
byan employer, etc. This communication route is what we usually think about when we
designwarnings. But warnings can also accomplish their purposes indirectly. An example
is the woman who has not read the warning about toxic shock syndrome on the tampons
box,but learns about it in a conversation with her neighbor. The employer or physician
whoreads the warnings about products with which they are concerned and then verbally
communicatesthe information to the employee or patient are other examples. The print
andbroadcast news media may pick up warning information and disseminate it in ways
thatexpose and influence people who have not seen it directly.
An example of where the concept of an indirect effect was taken into account in the
designof a product warning concerned a herbicide used in agricultural settings. Given
thatsignificant numbers of farm workers in parts of the United States read Spanish but
notEnglish, there was reason to put the warning in both languages. However, there were
spaceconstraints on the product container. One aspect of the solution was to include a
statementon the label in Spanish indicating that the product was hazardous and that the
usershould have someone translate the warning before using the product. This procedure
mayor may not have been the most effective way of addressing the problem, but the
pointhere is that it was an effort to take advantage of an indirect communication to have
thewarning be effective.
There are situations where we rely on indirect communications to transmit warning
information.Employers and physicians are examples already noted; adults who have
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respo_nsibility for !h~ s~ety of children ~e another important category. In the design of
warnmg systems, 1t ts important to take mto account such communication routes.
36.4.6.2 An Information-Processing Model as a Context for Assessing
Effectiveness

In this section a simpli~ed model ?f. the hum.an in~ormation-processing system is introa basts for organizmg the discussion of effectiveness. Its purpose is to
du~ed _toserve 1!8
assist m. analyzmg how or why warnings may fail or, conversely, what they have to
accomphs~ to suc:eed. In m3:11yrespects the model here is similar to, although simpla
than, the mformation-processn~g mo~el employed by ~hto and Miller (1986) and by
Lehto and rapastavr?u (!993) m their analyses of warnmgs effectiveness. A diagram of
the model 1s shown 111Figure 36.8.
The ~odel descri~s the warnin~ pro~ess in terms of human information-processing
~tages. S_rxstages ar~ 111cl1;1ded,
starting with the presentation or existence of the warning
mforma~on and en~mg with the safe behavior. There are two basic concepts to be noted
about this mode!. ~rrst, for the ~an_ring to be effective, it must be successful at each of
these stages. This 1s the ~eak~link-1!1-the-chain phenomenon; if the warning is not success~! at any on~ stage, 1t fails. Given that the warning information is presented, the
receiver must not1c~ and attend to it. Next, havi!1g been attended to, the message must
be understood. Havmg been understood, the warning needs to agree with people's existing
attitudes '!ffd beliefs, or if not, it must be sufficiently persuasive to change them. Next. ii
~u~t motivate people to comply ~d perform the appropriate behaviors. Finally, the in~~d.ual must be capable o_f:lil!Ym¥ out the behaviors. If the warning is not noticed, or
if •!•.s not understo~d, or if 1t 1s reJected on the basis on existing attitudes and beliefs.
or if !t d~es not motivate one to act, or if it requires behavior that cannot be carried out.
then 1t fails.
. The s~ond concept is that the model represents a serial processor; that is, the warning
information flows through and affec~ the variou~ stages sequentially. There are no feedback loops su:h as one fro~ motivation to attention that would allow for a person having
rea~ the warnmg to be motivat~ to go back and .read it again to gain additional infor!11~tionor e~ance. co~prehens1on. Clearly the senal model is an oversimplification, but
1t 1s useful m cons1denng warning effectiveness issues.
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The serial model has important implications for assessing the effectiveness of warnings.Given that the overall purpose of warnings includes influencing or modifying people"s behavior, one might assume that assessing warning effects on behavior is the
approachto be taken. And it is. But there are other useful methods or levels of assessing
warnings.For example, if it can be detennined that a particular warning is not likely to
benoticed, then it is not effective. If it is not understood, then it is not effective. If it is
notbelieved, it is not effective. Finally, if it does not provide sufficient motivation to act,
ii is not effective.
The implications of the above assessment logic are important for evaluating the effectivenessof a warning. Detennining whether or not a warning will influence behavior
isusually a difficult assignment at best. In addition to ethical problems of exposing people
10hazards, actual field studies testing warnings are likely to be time consuming and costly.
Certainlywhere feasible, such studies are desirable. Also, laboratory or other controlled
simulationsof warning situations can be useful in assessing behavioral effects, but such
approaches,while important, leave open questions of generalizability. The implication of
lhemodel is that warnings can and should be tested at several levels. Studies that examine
lheeffects of warnings on attention, comprehension, beliefs and attitudes, and motivation
to comply can be valuable as part of the process of designing and assessing warnings.
Forexample, such studies can help in isolating why a warning is not effective. A behavioralstudy that shows people do not comply with a warning may not tell us whether it
failedbecause it wa.snot noticed, or because it was not understood, or because it was not
believed,or because it failed to motivate. Studies employing attention, comprehension,
riskperception, or behaviorial intention measures can provide such information, which,
in tum, can be useful in developing alternative warning designs that are effective. If a
warningis noticed and understood, there may be no need to try to increase its conspicuity
or lower its reading level. Instead, one may want to reconsider factors such as the cost
of compliance.
Studies carried out to evaluate the potential effectiveness of a warning must, of course,
incorporate appropriate principles of research design. The selection of subjects to be
representativeof the target population, avoiding confounding by extraneous variables, and
guardingagainst contamination by expected outcomes are a few of the more salient factors
!hatmust be considered. For a more complete discussion of approaches to evaluating
warningeffectiveness, see Wogalter and Dingus (in press) and Young and Lovvoll (in
press).
Warninglnfonnation

Warning Information

Obviouslywarning information has to be presented if it is to be effective. One point to
benoted here is that assumptions about the target audience having preexisting knowledge
or that the hazard is open and obvious should be made with care. Thus, at this level it is
possibleand at times important to assess the need for a warning by detennining what
knowledgepeople have about relevant hazards or whether the hazard is correctly recognizedwithout a warning.
Attention

In the section on criteria for warnings design, a number of factors that influence the
noticeabilityof warnings were presented and discussed. One means of assessing a warning
withrespect to attention is simply to detennine the extent to which the design meets the
criteria.If no signal word is used, no color employed, the print is small, the message is
embeddedin other types of information, etc., then the effectiveness of the warning may
be questioned. More direct techniques are available for studying the attention-demanding
propertiesof warnings such as studies employing reaction time or memory measures.
Whilemore difficult to carry out, eye movement analysis can also be a useful tool.
Comprehension

Figure 36.8 A human information-processing model of stages leading to compliance behavioc

Likeattention, one method of assessing comprehension of a warning is to evaluate it
againstthe criteria discussed earlier. If the reading level is high, technical language is
used.or the statements are vague and nonexplicit, then the warning is not likely to be
understood.Carrying out studies to assess the extent to which a warning is understood
probablyhas one of the best cost-benefit ratios of any procedure in the warnings design
process.Relative to behavioral studies, comprehension can be assessed easily, quickly
and at low cost. Well established methodologies involving memory tests, open-ended
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response tests, interviews, etc., are applicable. Such studies can be exceptionally valuable
in determining what information in the warning was or was not understood as well as
what might be done in the way of redesign to increase the level of comprehension.
Beliefs and Attitudes

Beliefs concern the extent to which information in a warning is accepted as true. Attitudes
are similar to beliefs except more emotion or feeling is involved. People may unders~d
the information in a warning, but if it is rejected as not true or irrelevant, then the wammg
will not be effective. This circumstance can be a problem where people's experiences
with a situation or product results in their believing it is safer than it is. It can also be a
problem when people believe that their own abilities or competence will enable them to
overcome the hazard, such as the young adult male who believes he can safely do a
shallow dive into the shallow end of a swimming pool. Here again, studies can be carried
out to determine the extent to which members of the target audience accept the warning
as true or valid as well as whether or not it applies to them. Negative results on these
dimensions would indicate the warning is not likely to be effective.
Motivation

Some of the major factors that influence motivation to comply with warnings have been
discussed in the section on criteria for warnings design. Among the most important were
the cost of compliance and the cost of noncompliance (severity of the potential injury.
illness, or property damage). If the warning calls for actions that are inconvenient, time
consuming, or costly, there is a likelihood they will not be effective unless the consequences of noncompliance are very bad or undesirable. Motivation can be ~sessed by
obtaining measures of behavioral intentions from members of the target audience. Although such measures will generally reflect higher levels of compliance than will actually
occur, they can be useful for determining whether or not the warning is likely to be
effective.
Behavior

As noted earlier, actually determining what people will do in the context of a wan:iingis
a very desirable measure of its effectiveness. Although such studies are generally difficult
to execute, in situations where negative consequences of an ineffective warning are high.
the effort may be warranted.
36.4. 7

Warnings as Reminders

As noted earlier in this chapter, one role of a warning is to serve as a reminder. There
are occasions when the target audience has knowledge of the hazards, consequences, and
approproate modes of behavior,. but that knowle?ge is n<?talways sufficien~. They must
be aware of thinking about this knowledge or mformation at the proper time. No one
knew better' than the three-fingered punch press operators of the 1920s that their hand
should not be under the piston when it stroked. Yet, such incidents occurred.
There are several circumstances in which warning reminders are useful and/ or needed.
Some of the more noteworthy are:

1. A hazardous situation or product (that is not open and obvious) is encountered
2.
3.

infrequently, and forgetting may be a factor.
Distractions occur during the performance of a task or the use of a product.
Heavy task loads exceed attentional capacity.

When warnings are intended only to function as reminders, it generally is not necessaiJ
to provide the same amount of ~nfort?:ttion ~at would no°!1ally be. require~. Here the
emphasis should be more on notJceab1ho/, getting the I?erson ~ at!ention. Auditory warnings can be useful, such as the buzzer m an a~tomo_bileremmdmg occupants to fast~n
the seat belt. Dynamic warnings such as flashing signs are also potentially beneficial
because of their ability to capture attention. The key point in considering the need for
reminder warnings is to keep in mind the fact that hazai:d knowl~dge on the part of a
target audience does not guarantee that that knowledge will be available when needed.
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36.5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

ln recent decades warnings have become increasingly important in the field of safety.
Approachesto dealing with environmental or product hazards are generally prioritized
suchthat first one tries to solve the problem by design, then by guarding, then by warning.
Thus,in the domain of safety, warnings are viewed as a third but important line of defense.
Warnings can be properly viewed as communications whose purposes include informingand influencing the behavior of people. Warnings are not simply signs or labels. They
caninclude a variety of media through which various kinds of information get communicatedto a broad spectrum of people. The use of various media or channels and an
understandingof the characteristics of the receivers or target audience to whom the warningis directed are important in the design of effective warnings. The concept of a warning
systemwith multiple components or channels for communication to a variety of receivers
is useful in this regard.
The design of warnings can and should be viewed as an integral part of systems design.
Toooften it is carried out after the environment or product design is completed, a kind
of afterthought phenomenon. Warnings cannot and should not be expected to serve as a
curefor bad design.
Eight criteria can be defined that are useful in the design and assessment of warnings.
Theyare:
Attention-Warnings should be designed so as to attract attention.
Hauzrd information-Warnings should contain information about the nature of the
hazard.
Consequence information-Warnings should contain information about the potential
outcomes.
Instructions-Warnings should instruct about appropriate and inappropriate behaviors.
Comprehension-Warnings should be understood by the target audience.
Motivation-Warnings should motivate people to comply.
Brevity-Warnings should be as brief as possible.
Durability-Warnings should last and be available as long as needed.
Of course, a specific criterion may not always be relevant. For example, a fire alarm does
not have to state a consequence, and durability may not be a concern for a product off
the drugstore shelf that is to be used immediately.
The issue of warning effectiveness has received a great deal of attention in recent
years,especially means by which effectiveness can be assessed. Several criteria can be
employedin assessing warnings, including whether they capture attention, are understood,
areconsistent with or capable of modifying beliefs and attitudes, motivate people to
comply,and result in people behaving safely. The assessment of warning effectiveness
employingapproaches such as these can and should be part of the warning design process.
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